Sulfate reduction is a globally important redox process in marine sediments, yet global rates are poorly quantified. We developed an artificial neural network trained with 199 sulfate profiles, constrained with geomorphological and geochemical maps to estimate global sulfate-reduction rate distributions. Globally, 11.3 teramoles of sulfate are reduced yearly (~15% of previous estimates), accounting for the oxidation of 12 to 29% of the organic carbon flux to the sea floor. Combined with global cell distributions in marine sediments, these results indicate a strong contrast in sub-sea-floor prokaryote habitats: In continental margins, global cell numbers in sulfate-depleted sediment exceed those in the overlying sulfate-bearing sediment by one order of magnitude, whereas in the abyss, most life occurs in oxic and/or sulfate-reducing sediments.
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S
ulfate reduction is a ubiquitous microbial process in oceanic sediments and an important pathway for carbon oxidation and redox cycling (1, 2) . Nevertheless, the currently estimated global sulfate-reduction rate (SRR) of 75 teramoles (Tmol) of sulfate per year (1) is based on coarse spatial averaging and is not consistent with the up-to-date assessment of the global organic matter flux to marine sediments of 79 to 192 Tmol carbon per year (3, 4) . Net sulfate reduction follows a two carbon-to-one sulfur stoichiometric ratio
for example, see (5) ]. Therefore, the current estimates for the rate of subsurface sulfate reduction and for the organic carbon flux to the sediment suggest that either insufficient organic carbon reaches the sediment to account for sulfate reduction or that most (78%) organic matter is channeled toward sulfate reduction. Nevertheless, the organic carbon reaching the sediment must also foment other prominent redox reactions such as carbon respiration (4, 6) . Moreover, a sizable portion of sedimentary organic matter successfully survives early diagenesis and is buried (7) . This discrepancy in global geochemical cycles gives impetus for an amended global view on sulfate reduction, which can be merged with recently revised global prokaryotic abundances to properly assess the activity of sulfate-reducing microorganisms at a global scale (5, (8) (9) (10) (11) .
We used currently available sulfate-concentration profiles from multiple scientific ocean drilling programs (12) to estimate global net SRRs (Fig. 1A) . These profiles were best described by assuming that sulfate concentrations exponentially decrease with depth. A total of 199 sulfate profiles (Fig. 1B) with a mean error square value <4 mM 2 based on a least-squares regression were selected for the global SRR analysis. We then used depth-decay constants (b) extracted from these profiles to train an artificial neural network (ANN) using high-resolution ( . The highest SRRs were predicted in shelf environments, and the lowest SRRs were calculated in the nutrientpoor oceanic gyres ( Fig. 1A and Table 1 ). These 
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SCIENCE sciencemag.org rived from and mainly reflecting the distributions of primary productivity (2) . Furthermore, these trends are consistent with observations in previous studies of global sulfate profiles from oceanic deep drilling programs (5), as well as global compilations of radiotracer gross SRR measurements (15) . Although the ANN is trained and validated solely with deep-sea drilling data ( Fig. 1B) (12) , it replicates exponential sulfate depth-decay coefficients from several published short cores (<15 m) ( fig. S4) . This rate would produce 0.3 mM sulfate concentrations at a depth of 1.2 or 20 m below sea floor (mbsf) for these same cases, respectively. The main reason for this difference is that the previously compiled global SRRs did not account for large sea-floor surface areas (e.g.,~70% of the continental shelf) consisting of organic-poor relict sands (17) and, thus, were averaged with a bias toward high-activity, organicrich sites (8, 18) . This and other geochemical and depositional heterogeneities observed in coastal sediments may also explain some of the larger deviations between fitted and ANN-predicted b values for some shallow-water cores (Fig. 1B) . ) (21). In spite of this sharp contrast in carbon availability, the marine subsurface total prokaryotic biomass is approximately equal to that of seawater (8) .
Coupling the ANN-derived global SRR maps to global sub-sea-floor biomass maps (8) allows for the calculation of potential cell-specific rates, which can help us to further elucidate the activities of sulfate-reducing microorganisms across various global sedimentary environments. These microorganisms thrive in anoxic surficial sediments where sulfate and labile organic substrates coincide. Within inner-shelf sediments (<50 m water depth), which typically receive the highest inputs of labile organic matter, area-weighted SRR averages (Fig. 2, A and B ) exhibited the highest rates (1.5 nmol cm −3 day
), leading to submicromolar sulfate concentrations by 6 mbsf. Furthermore, inner-shelf sediments comprise the highest prokaryotic cell abundances (Fig. 2C) and cellspecific rates (Fig. 2D) . These data are in strong contrast to those of deep-water environments, which receive considerably less organic carbon. Peak SRRs in abyss sediments (>3500 m water depth) are a fraction . Furthermore, cell abundances are generally lower, with the cell-specific rates reaching a maximum of 9 × 10 −4 fmol cell
. Simultaneous measurements of SRRs and sulfate-reducing microorganism abundances are rare, but the existing data are consistent with our model (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . The majority of these data exist for relatively shallow-water, high-productivity sites (e.g., Aarhus Bay), with surficial cell-specific SRRs around 0.1 fmol cell −1 day −1 and reaching 1.0 × 10
fmol cell −1 day −1 by~1 mbsf (11) . These data are within the range of our areal weighted average for 0.1 mbsf of 0.1 fmol cell −1 day −1 (<50 m water depth) (Fig. 2) . In our modeled shallow-water environments (i.e., inner and outer shelves), high SRRs lead to peak cell-specific rate values near the sediment-water interface. These cell-specific rates taper quickly to zero as sulfate becomes exhausted. Our results show that peak values for the slope also occur near the sedimentwater interface (with a slight increase with sediment depth) and gradually decrease as sulfate approaches zero. The abyss, however, does not reach a peak cell-specific rate within the top 80 mbsf, and values remain one order of magnitude lower than the peak values for the other environments. Notably, for the assumed fractions of sulfate reducers within the total microbial community (1 to 30%), the general trends persist for cell-specific SRRs in different environments (Fig. 2D) .
Results of the global survey show a distinct trend between environments in the continental margin and the abyss. The abyss (>3500 m water depth) is typically characterized by organicpoor sediments that allow for deep sulfate penetration. This prevalence of sulfate at great sedimentary depths indicates that most cells within the habitable deep sedimentary biosphere (down to 4000 mbsf or the specific basement depth) are found in either oxic or sulfate-reducing settings (Table 2) . Nevertheless, within the other environments on the continental margins, sulfate is removed at comparatively shallow sediment depths (<100 m) ( Table 2 ). The sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ) is a distinct geochemical horizon that represents an important transition from sulfatereducing (overlying the SMTZ) to methanogenic sediments (underlying the SMTZ) (1, 19, 20) . Limited data from deep-sea cores at these sites suggest that acetate and hydrogen can be abundant and thus serve as substrates for a vast methanogenic subsurface (27) (28) (29) .
Collectively, these observations indicate that although the lack of reduced substrate limits sulfate reduction in deep-sea sediments, the continental margins harbor an expansive biosphere below the SMTZ where traditional, energy-rich electron acceptors are exhausted. Thus, this fraction of the microbial biosphere is largely fermentative and methanogenic (Table 2 and figs. S5 and S6). Roughly estimating the SMTZ at the depth at which sulfate depletion reaches 0.1 mM sulfate, habitable sediments located below the SMTZ would make up a total global subsurface volume of 10 8 km 3 (32% of total), hosting~50% of the sub-sea-floor biomass (12) . However,~90% of cells in the subsurface at the continental margins (<3500 m water depth) would be situated below the SMTZ (12 Table 2 . Global analysis of SRRs with respect to published organic carbon fluxes to the sea floor for various water depth environments. NR, concentration not reached. The global values in bold represent totals, whereas those in italics represent area weighted averages. SR, sulfate reduction. 
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